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fran witzel: introduction

Thank you very much and good evening.  I'm Fran Witzel, Director of Investor Services with Morino Institute and The Netpreneur Program .  It's my great pleasure to welcome you to this portion of Angels and Revolutionaries: Creating and Financing Startups in the New Economy.
	We have with us tonight some 1,000 revolutionaries—high-tech entrepreneurs, investors and advisors representing hundreds of startups in and around Greater Washington.  Viewing our little insurrection tonight, live via webcast, are more revolutionaries from Silicon Valley to Silicon Alley, and from Iowa to Ireland.
	The model revolutionary has a vision to change the world.  In our netpreneurial revolution that means huge markets captured through teamwork, money and luck.  This is where angels can help, those elusive private equity investors who fund and frequently mentor startups.
	We recently took a call from a reporter who was working on a story on angels and wanted to know more about this event.  After a few minutes talking, we found out that his beat was religion and these weren't exactly the kind of angels he meant.  But like celestial angels, you may not know an investing angel when you see one.  They don't all have bulging wallets, and they certainly don't have halos.  Our panelists tonight will help you find, identify and work with the ones who can finance your venture and help it grow.
	Joining us from Silicon Valley to begin our evening is Guy Kawasaki who will share ways that entrepreneurs can best achieve success from his upcoming book, Rules For Revolutionaries.  Guy is also the author of six other books, including The Macintosh Way, The Computer Curmudgeon, How To Drive Your Competition Crazy and Selling The Dream.  He is CEO of Garage.com (http://www.garage.com), a new firm that assists high technology startups obtain seed funding through mentoring, an investment network, expert advice, research and reference materials.  Garage.com offers assistance to investors in finding pre-screened investment opportunities that match identified interests.  A noted columnist in Forbes, speaker and founder of a number of computing companies, Guy is identified as one of the individuals responsible for the success of the Macintosh computer.


guy kawasaki: rules for revolutionaries

Thank you.  First of all, my father always told me never to insult an audience and always to dress up for an occasion.  As I was getting prepared this afternoon, however, Fran said, "No, just wear your jeans and be your normal self."  So I just opened up my suitcase and wore this, but I do have a tie with me and I really did bring a suit, okay?  I want you to know I could have done it.  I just have this guilt whenever my father is disappointed in me.
	How many of you use Macintoshes out there?  Okay, a very healthy, healthy group of enlightened people.  Or perhaps free people.  You know, much of my background is Apple.  In January of this year, I left Apple to start garage.com.  I have actually worked for Apple twice, once in the Macintosh division and then recently from 1995 to 1998 as an Apple Fellow.  I want you to know, just to impugn my credentials for a second, that since I have left Apple it has had its first profitable year in a while and the stock has tripled.  Those of you who are Macintosh and Apple fans, you have my word that I will not return to the company and jeopardize the producer of your computer.
	First, a word about my background.  As I said, I worked in the Macintosh division first from 1983 to 1987.  This Macintosh division was the greatest collection of egomaniacs in the history of Silicon Valley, recently eclipsed only by Netscape.  Of course, many of the people from Apple went to Netscape, so that could explain Netscape's arrogance.  This Macintosh division worked for Steve Jobs, and, when you work for the co-founder of the company, the rules are different for that division.  Unlike any other part of Apple, we had unlimited supplies of fresh orange juice at $2 a bottle.  On Thursdays and Fridays we had massage therapists come into our cubes and give us back rubs, and, unlike any other part of Apple, we could fly first class for any flight over two hours.  Just between you and me, I interpreted the two hours to begin from the moment I left my apartment, so I flew first class everywhere.  In fact, if it wasn't far enough, I just wouldn't go.  I would have the people come visit me.
	Now, take yourself back to 1983 and 1984, when we were creating Macintosh.  IBM was roughly in the same position that Microsoft is in today and the world was going to turn one big blue color.  The Macintosh division was actually dedicated to trying to prevent this.
	When people asked us, "What are you trying to do with the Macintosh division?" there were two answers.  The first answer was the marketing answer, and the second answer was the truth.  Let me tell you the marketing answer first.  The marketing answer was that we were trying to improve people's creativity and productivity by bringing to market a revolutionary new computer.  The truth—what really motivated us—was that we wanted to send IBM back to the typewriter business holding its Selectric balls.  So, now you know.
	Mario, you still want to sponsor me as a speaker?
	Okay.  I am going to talk to you tonight about being a revolutionary, and the panel afterwards will talk about being an angel, an angel investor.  I happen to be in that market as well, but I have gone to many keynotes and many conferences, and the keynote is typically supposed to talk about a broad topic that is universally acceptable and interesting to the audience.  What happens at most computer conferences is that the CEO of a company stands up and talks about his company's vision for the future.  I will not subject you to that.  This will not be an ad for garage.com. This will be a speech, I hope, of high content that will help you understand how to be a revolutionary, if you are an entrepreneur, and how to recognize revolutionaries and fund them, if you are an angel or a venture capitalist (VC) or corporate development person.
	I'm going to use a Top 10 format for my speech.  I have come to always use the Top 10 format for my speeches because, at the same computer conferences, I have watched many of these CEOs speak and, by and large, they sucked.  One thing I figured out, because I'm an observant person, is that if you are going to suck, at least if you use a Top 10 format the audience can track progress through your speech.  So I have 10 points for you, and, obviously, when I'm on number six, you know you have four more to gut out.  You people with Windows machines, you may not be able to do that math next year, so I thought I would subtract it for you.  Here is the first one.

1. jump to the next curve, or, better yet, create it
The first thing is, if you want to be a revolutionary, you had better get off the curve you are on and jump to the next curve.  You cannot duke it out on this curve.  Revolutionaries, by definition, jump to the next curve or even better, they create the next curve.
	Let me start with a negative example.  In the 1800s, there was an ice harvesting industry, quite a healthy ice harvesting industry, in the northeastern part of the United States.  These ice harvesters would go out in the winter and cut blocks of ice from the frozen lakes and ponds, then ship these blocks of ice all over the world.  The largest shipment ever made was 200 tons from Boston to India.  Only 100 tons got there.  It's kind of the Internet model.
	Well, these ice harvesters had an idea of innovation, creativity and R&D—build bigger, sharper saws.  The ice harvesters were put out of business by the ice factories. The ice factories could freeze water at any time of the year in any part of the United States. They, too, had their idea of innovation.  It was, "How do we freeze water faster?"  The ice factories were put out of business by the refrigerator companies.  The refrigerator companies made PCs—if you will, "personal chillers."  And if Cisco had been around back then, Cisco would have connected all the personal chillers up and called the network Ice-DN.
	Oh well, not every joke works.  Well, some jokes are so bad they work despite themselves.
	So, here's the lesson to learn from this ice harvesting example.  No ice harvester became an ice factory, no ice factory became a refrigerator company and no refrigerator company is looking into biotechnology because everybody dukes it out on the same curve.  Now, the refrigerator companies today should be curious about biotech because people in biotech are making it so that you can treat milk so that it stands at room temperature for a year.  They are making plasma substitutes that don't require refrigeration.  The threat to refrigerator companies is not another refrigerator company offersing more shades of taupe for the front panels, it's biotechnology.
	Let me give you some positive examples.  Federal Express created a new curve in shipping.  Amazon.com changed the rules of book selling.  It used to be the bigger the store, the more the selection, the more the sales.  Amazon.com has no store.  You can search through three million titles digitally, however.  Sprint is an interesting example.  They started as a part of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company.  Southern Pacific had this strip of land where the railroad tracks were.  They put up telegraphs so that they could communicate between stations.  The telegraphs evolved to telephones, and then they took the next step, which was to lay fiber optic cable along the railroad tracks. Sprint had a great advantage.  They already owned the land to lay the cable, but Sprint evolved from big, black, ugly locomotives shipping physical things to shipping data on fiber optics.  An amazing transition.
	Reuters is another example.  Reuters started in the business of transmitting information, the closing price of the stock exchange in Paris, and sending that information to Belgium on the legs of carrier pigeons.  That's how Reuters started.  Write down this closing price, tie it to a carrier pigeon, send it over. If Reuters had chosen to duke it out on the same curve—if it were around today—Reuters would be the best pigeon breeder.  Obviously, it's in the news business, the communications business.  It jumped to the next curve.  A local example is America Online (AOL).  AOL definitely changed the world.  Back at CompuServe, you thought text was everything, right?  AOL put a user interface on bulletin boards and email and such.  They changed the world.
	I happen to be a very big fan of AOL.  I have a lot of money tied up in AOL actually.  I'll tell you an interesting story.  Do you know what selling a covered call is?  Selling a covered call means you own the stock and you are going to sell the right for people to buy the stock at a price that is higher than it's currently traded.  People will pay for that right, you know, $2, $3, $4, $5.  They anticipate that the stock will go up and then they can recover even more than the premium and get the stock.  They are buying the right to buy the stock at a higher price.  Well, about four weeks ago, I sold covered calls in AOL at $125 and $130 a share thinking, "How could it possibly go higher than this?"  Of course, AOL has been split, but it's about $170.  So now I have this problem where my covered calls are going to be called away and I have to either buy them back at a huge loss or give-away, or have my AOL stock go away.  I have such an emotional attachment to this AOL that I'm going to buy my covered calls back.
	The interesting thing—this is all leading up to a lesson here—when you sign on to AOL, it says, "You've got mail."  When I sign on to AOL now, it says, "You got nailed."

2. don't worry, be crappy
The second point is stolen from a song by Bobby McFerren who had a really famous song called, "Don't Worry, Be Happy."  Entrepreneurs, revolutionaries—don't worry, be crappy.  Let me explain.
	The computer that I and the rest of the group at Apple shipped in 1984 was  the 128K Macintosh for $2,400.  It had an ocean of RAM, 128K. Two times more than the Apple II.  It had no color and no slots.  It didn't have a modem at that time. It didn't have software, and it didn't have a hard disk.  If you think about it, it was okay not to have a hard disk because, if you don't have software, what would you copy?  You know, arguably, it was a piece of crap, but it was a revolutionary piece of crap.
	The message here is, when you have a product or service that is 10 times better than the existing products and services, it is time to ship.  It's time to ship.  Do not believe that the first version has to be perfect.  If the software industry were honest, they would tell you the algorithm is: ship, then test.  That's what it means.  When you know that you are 10 times better, it's time to ship.
	The next question, you may logically ask, is, "How do I know I'm 10 times better?"  This is an order of magnitude test best handled by analogy, so here are three analogies.
	A laser printer is 10 times better than a daisy wheel printer.  I hope some of you are old enough to know what a daisy wheel printer is.  So how many of you have used a daisy wheel printer? Okay.
	A telephone is 10 times better than a telegraph. 
	Toilet paper is 10 times better than crumbled leaves.
	When your product or service is to existing products or services what toilet paper is to crumbled leaves, it's time to ship.  S - h - i - p, ship.

3. churn, baby, churn
The third point is stolen from the Black Panthers, who said, "Burn, baby, burn!"  What revolutionaries in industry do is they churn, baby, churn.  Apple has historically been not so good at churning.  In the first case, the one I was involved with in 1984, we shipped this MAC 128K, and we literally had deceived ourselves into thinking it was more or less perfect.  We just did not want to hear that it needed more RAM, a faster chip, color, slots, all the things that were missing.  I recall people asking, "Why don't you have a hard disk?" and we said, "Well, we have a really fast serial port."  That's not exactly the answer.
	I have to tell you, Microsoft, by contrast, is very good at churning, very good. Windows 1, Windows 2, Windows 3, 3.1, 3.5, 95, 98, NT, 2000.  It's getting there; I'm trying to be kind.
	So let me give you some tips about churning.  The first thing is, assume you are going to have to do it, because you are.  Don't be like us.  Don't think that you could possibly invent the revolution that doesn't need churning.  It just ain't so.
	Second, build in the means so that you can revise your revolution after you have shipped.  Build in the flexibility architecturally.  Computer companies put slots in computers so that you can add stuff because they can't possibly figure out in advance everything that people want to do with a computer.  Lots of software applications have slots that you can plug in plug-ins. Right?  This enhances the revolution after it's shipped.
	In the medical device market, it used to be that if you wanted to revise a pacemaker, you basically had to cut it out of the chest.  Now you can pass a wand over it and program the pacemaker while it's in the chest. Much better technique, yes?
	The third tip that I have for you about churning is: eat your own dog food.  This means that you have to use the products that you create.  You absolutely have to.  If you won't use it, you shouldn't expect anybody else to use it.  One very good test is this—how many of you have Web sites for your company? Okay, everybody.  How many of you have ever looked at your Web site with a 28.8 modem via AOL?  These are the people who have eaten their own dog food.  Everybody else, you are dopes because you have not eaten your own dog food.  You are sitting on your corporate network on a T1 or T3 or a DSL line and some Web master is saying, "Look how fast our Web site is!  Don't you think we should add more graphics?  Let's put in more Java here.  We could change this so every time you move the cursor it highlights a different color and brings up a graphic here."
	Eat your own dog food.  If you want to see how most of the world is looking at your Web site, go see it at 28.8 via AOL.  Eat your own dog food.

4. be prepared to break down barriers
The fourth point is, if you are a revolutionary, be prepared to break down barriers.  That's what you are going to have to do.  No matter how great your revolution, you will find barriers in front of you.  I honestly thought, in 1984, that Macintosh was so great that all we would have to do is ship it and they would come.  It did not happen that way.  There were barriers.
	These are the kinds of barriers you will face.  Ignorance, where people still don't know that you have a better nuclear-powered mousetrap.  Inertia, where now they know that you have a nuclear-powered mousetrap but they are so used to buying spring-loaded, cheese-baited mousetraps, they just can't adapt to this new technology.  Complexity, where your mousetrap is so much better that it takes two weeks at Lawrence Livermore Lab training to use a nuclear-powered mousetrap.  Channel, where Home Depot has never quite ever sold a nuclear-powered mousetrap and so they won't take it into the channel.  And, finally, there is price, where you have a $10,000 mousetrap. Admittedly, once the mouse goes in there, you see nothing left of it, but it costs $10,000.
	I have found that there are two great ways to fight and break down these barriers.  The first is to enable test driving.  It means that you have the respect for the intellectual prowess of your customers and prospective customers that,  rather than trying to bludgeon them into becoming your customers, you give them a way to decide for themselves.  They can test drive your software, go to your Web site, download a demo version, try it and, hopefully, they will like it and buy it.  That's the scenario in software, and there has to be this kind of scenario in everything that you do.
	If you go to the BMW Web site (http://www.bmw.com), you can select a model, a color and an interior color, and they will show you what that model will look like.  If you go to the Clairol Web site (http://clairol.com), you can scan in a picture of your face and play "what if" with Clairol—what do I look like as a blond, brunette or red head?  That's enabling people to test drive Clairol hair color.
	The second thing you do is to create a sense of ownership.  People have a very hard time erecting barriers in front of something that they feel they have created.  When I was the president of a software company, we frequently would meet with members of the press who would give us their feedback on how to make software better when it was in its alpha or beta stages.  The interesting thing is, they often had fair comments.  I mean, nothing earth-shattering, but they said, "Why don't you move this box here?" or, "Change this check box," or, "Change the interface or the menu structure a little bit."  Finally, I figured out that we would do this for members of the press, not because they had a great insight that made the product any better, but if you change something for the press, and you send it back to them in that changed form, you are much more likely to get a positive review.  Since they helped design the product, they are not going to condemn it.

5. make evangelists, not sales
The fifth thing is, at the start of a revolution you need to make evangelists, not sales.  Evangelists are more important. Evangelists legitimize the entire revolution; they don't fight for market share.  Evangelists—and they are not shareholders or employees, typically—are people who get it.  They see your product or service and, in five minutes, they get it or they never get it.  They turn facts into emotions.  When you meet a Macintosh evangelist, that person probably knows the clock speed of the chip, probably knows the size of the hard disk, the refresh rate, the pitch of the monitor, all that kind of stuff, but fundamentally they turn those facts into emotions like creativity and productivity and power.
	That's what evangelists do.  They carry this dream forward for you.  They also build a sense of community as opposed to commerce.  At the start of a revolution, it is more important to build a community than to suck money out of them at ecommerce.  Motley Fool (http://www.fool.com) is one of the greatest examples of building a community.
	I'm going to read to you from an ad for a very analog product.  The product is made up of nothing more than cotton, leather and rubber.  I read it to challenge you, because if they can write an ad that is so evangelistic about cotton, leather and rubber, imagine what you should be able to do with the software and ecommerce and information technology and medical devices and biotech that this room represents.  This is the ad:

A woman is often measured by the things she cannot control.  She is measured by the way her body curves or doesn't curve, by where she is flat or straight or round.  She is measured by 36-24-36 in inches and ages and numbers, by all the outside things that don't ever add up to who she is on the inside. And so if a woman is to be measured, let her be measured by the things she can control, by who she is and who she is trying to become, because as every woman knows, measurements are only statistics, and statistics lie.

That's an ad for two pieces of cotton, leather and rubber called Nike Women's Aerobic Shoes.  Because Nike (http://www.nike.com) does not say to women, "You have $100, we have two pieces of cotton, leather and rubber manufactured under somewhat suspect conditions, and, if you give us the $100, we'll give you the two pieces of cotton, leather and rubber."  That's not the pitch.  It may sound familiar to some of your marketing efforts, but that's not the pitch.  The pitch is to make cotton, leather and rubber stand for efficacy and power and independence.  That's how you get evangelists for shoes.

6. let a thousand flowers bloom
The sixth thing, and this is stolen from Chairman Mao, is to let a thousand flowers bloom.  This means that when you have a revolution, and you see people starting to pervert the uses of your revolution, you should embrace this.  Instead of saying, "No, our software is designed for this person to do this, our computer is designed for this person to do this, our ecommerce site is designed for this kind of person to do this," if you see people perverting how they use it, you should welcome that.  Let a thousand flowers bloom.
	Let me give you my illustration. In 1984, I really thought I had it all figured out.  Macintosh was going to be a personal productivity computer so we needed personal productivity software which meant, back then, spreadsheet, database, word processor. So, in 1984, which spreadsheet, database and word processor would you need?  A spreadsheet called Lotus 123, database called dBase and a word processor called WordPerfect.  You Macintosh users will know that, basically, we were 0 for 3 there.
	Meanwhile, this flower started blooming.  This flower came to Apple Computer in the middle of 1984 for an appointment with the product manager of the Apple Laser Writer.  This Apple Laser Writer was the first affordable laser printer at $7,000.  Now, this person—an unknown person from an unknown company with an unknown product—showed his product to the Laser Writer product manager.  The Laser Writer product manager, for the first time, saw something that justified spending $7,000. The product was PageMaker, the person was Paul Brainerd and the company was Aldus.
	Aldus PageMaker created a field of flowers called desktop publishing, and desktop publishing saved Apple Computer.  In a rare moment of Apple humility, let me tell you that no one, not Guy Kawasaki, Steve Jobs or John Scully, had foreseen the market for desktop publishing. We were hellbent for leather—spreadsheet, database, word processor.  PageMaker saved Apple Computer.  As an aside, if any of you are agnostic or atheists, I urge you to rethink your position on the existence of God because the continued survival of Apple Computer can only be explained by the existence of a benevolent God who once a decade sends a gift down called PageMaker.  That is the best proof of God.  May I be remembered as a digital C. S. Lewis.

7. eat like a bird, poop like an elephant
Now, the seventh thing you need to do as a revolutionary is to eat like a bird and you need to poop like an elephant.  Are you writing this down?  I bet you never had a speaker like this, huh?
	Okay.  For those of you who are biologically inept, let me tell you about eating and pooping. The hummingbird eats 50% of its body weight per day.  If you or I had the metabolism of a hummingbird, we would ingest 155,000 calories per day.  Some of you may have HTML people who approach this number.  Now, an elephant poops 165 pounds per day.  You are still wondering, "Well, okay, Guy, what does this have to do with being a revolutionary?"  Before I explain that, as an aside, you should know that if someone says to you that you eat like a bird, you have been insulted.  If someone says you poop like an elephant, it's not clear whether you have been insulted or complimented, but you are definitely getting your share of fiber.
	You will find that I often stray into irrelevant stories.  But I am conscious and cognizant of when I do this, which is different from most speakers.
	Back on track.  Now, eating like a bird.  If you want to be a revolutionary, you need to eat information like a bird—155,000 calories per day.  It means that you have to attend such things as this conference.  It means that you have to be on the Web.  It means that you join Internet mailing lists.  It means that you join discussion groups and bulletin boards.  It means that you get an account at Lexis/Nexis (http://lexis.com) and Knight Ridder (http://www.knight-ridder.com) and answers.com (http://www.answers.com) and every other information source.  It means you become your own research librarian or you suck up to a very good research librarian.
	Eat information like a bird.  Let me give you some tips.  First of all, use amateurs. When you really want to get information for an important function, use amateurs, don't use professionals.  When the Japanese consumer electronics companies want to know how Americans buy consumer electronics, they do not commission a study by a high-falutin' research marketing company.  Instead, they get on a plane, they come to the United States and stand near the checkout line and watch how people buy consumer electronics at CompUSA or The Good Guys or Circuit City because they are going to see nuances that a professional would never pick up.
	Go and do this firsthand.  I think the greatest example of sustained innovation in American industry is the Skunk Works at Lockheed.  For 60 years they made the world's greatest airplanes, 60 years.  This is not just one lucky shot.  Kelly Johnson, who ran Skunk Works had a very interesting practice of going firsthand.  During the Korean war, he went to Korean Air Force bases and talked to pilots as they were getting out of their airplanes.  He asked them, "What would you like to see in the next generation fighter plane?"  As they were getting off their planes.  Imagine the difference between Kelly Johnson asking a fighter pilot what he wanted in the next plane versus waiting for the official Pentagon report about the specifications for that plane once it went through Bob Dole.  The key here is go and do this firsthand.
	A third point is, don't ask people what they are doing, just watch them.  If you ask people what they are doing, they are going to give you intellectual answers.  You don't want those answers.  You want to know what they are going to do, not what they are going to say about what they are going to do.  I'll give you a great example.  When Phillips was thinking of entering the boom box business, it went into market research.  This market research involved interviewing teenagers about what color they would like the boom box to be.  The basic colors that Phillips wanted to test were screaming yellow versus traditional black.  They asked the teenagers what color they would like and all the teenagers said, "Yellow.  Screaming yellow."  At the end of the focus group, Phillips told the kids, "Thank you very much for participating in this study.  We are going to give you each a boom box.  There are two piles of boom boxes outside; pick one and take it home."  The two piles were black and yellow.  Guess which one everybody took home?  The black one.
	Don't ask people; just watch what they do.
	Finally, perch in different trees. A good bird perches in different trees, so maybe when you go to Borders the next time or Barnes & Noble, you break out of the "Joy of C++" section and perhaps read something by Steven J. Gould, the Harvard biologist, or something by Freeman Dyson, or a book like Uncommon Genius.  I'm going to recommend two books to you, both of which I haven't written, so you know I must like them.  One is Uncommon Genius: How Great Ideas Are Born by a woman named Denise Shekerjian.  She interviewed the winners of the MacArthur Award to understand how they went through their process.  The second book is called If You Want To Write: A Book About Art Independence And Spirit by Brenda Ueland.  It's ostensibly a book about writing, but if you substitute the word "programming" or "marketing" or "managing" for the word "writing," it applies.  They're the two greatest books about creativity and innovation that I have ever read.
	Pooping.  Once you get all this information, you need to spread it out or you will explode.  Spreading it out means spreading it out within your company, your department, your divisions and, I think, within the whole industry.  At the start of a revolution, it's more important to legitimize the revolution than it is to grab market share.  This means helping your competition legitimize the market.  The market for garage.com is angel investments at the seed stage, but we are not in a fight for market share with other people who are trying to do Internet-based matching of high-tech entrepreneurs who are looking for financing.  We are in the business of legitimizing angel investments and building a revolution so that startup capital is easier and faster to get for qualified, high-tech entrepreneurs.  The interesting thing is that we need to work together.
	There are two ways of saying it.  One is to say that in a rising tide, all boats float.  The other way, which is Kleiner's Law from Eugene Kleiner of Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers (http://www.kpcb.com), is that in a tornado, even turkeys can fly.  Your job is to create a tornado, and even you might fly.
	So, poop.  Spread it out.  Give away information.  Make it simple and correct and frequent.  Put it out on the Web.  There is no longer an excuse for "it's too expensive to poop."  Get all levels of your company involved.  Netscape (http://www.netscape.com) did one of the bravest examples of pooping I have ever seen when they decided to upload the source code for Netscape Navigator.  You can say, "Well, let's be real, Guy, I mean, at that point what choice did they have?  They had to do it."  But I'll tell you something, it takes great courage to upload the source code for your browser.  That's pooping.  

8. think digital, act analog
The eighth thing—only two more to gut out—actually three, eight, nine and ten.
	The eighth thing is to think digital and act analog.  "Think digital and act analog" means that you use all the power of your SQL servers, your databases, your huge NT machines, your workstations, use all that digital power, but, fundamentally, you are using that power for very analog ends—to build relationships, to increase customer satisfaction, to increase efficacy and power and independence and productivity and creativity.
	You have to think digital, but you have to act analog.  A very good example is Ritz Carlton (http://ritzcarlton.com).  Ritz Carlton keeps track of customer preferences as guests stay at their hotels.  If you were to go to Ritz Carlton and say that you were allergic to down pillows, the next time you went to a Ritz Carlton anywhere in the world, they would pull up your record from this humongous database and give you the right kind of pillow.  The digital power has been used to do a very, very analog thing.  In garage.com's case, we have a lot of digital power.  We have this whole digital database where there is matching and Web forms and generated emails and all this kind of stuff.  It's all digital, but it comes down to very, very analog relationships.  One of the strongest relationships is between garage.com and another company, Silicon Valley Bank (http;//svb.com).  I don't know their position here, but back in Silicon Valley, they are the bank for high-tech startups.  We use our Web site and have all this stuff going on, but, fundamentally, it's because we get along really well with Silicon Valley Bank.  They are a great banking company and their president sees the vision of garage.com. It came down to a very analog relationship.  So you need to think digital, but you need to act analog and build those alliances.  Alliances are analog; they are not digital.

9. don't ask people to do things you won't
The ninth thing is this, don't ever ask people to do something that you, yourself, would not do.  Many times in a revolution you are building this cool product or this cool site and you say, "Wow, it is so great.  People will go through this 12-page questionnaire to get a password.  They will go through the 10-week setup process.  They will go through the $10,000 price point."  But you know that you, yourself, would not do that, right?
	Here's another negative example.  There was a bank in California, not Silicon Valley Bank because Silicon Valley bank would never do such a stupid thing, that created a genius of a marketing program.  They had a computer call people at their homes in the evening.  If the computer detected a human voice that answered the phone, then the computer said, "Please hold, a bank representative will be with you shortly."
	Now, let's review this process.  Some computer is going to tell me to go on hold to wait for a pitch.  You know, this is not rocket science here.  Obviously, if that bank's vice president had gone home and received a call from American Express saying, "This is the American Express computer.  Please hold.  Someone will be with you shortly to explain the benefits of being a card holder of American Express," he or she would have hung up the phone.
	Okay, so that's a negative example. I'm going to give you some positive examples.  How many of you have children in this audience?  Wow.  See, most of the high-tech audiences I speak to, they don't have kids. Seriously.  I don't think they have sex.  I figured it out.  I think that most audiences are largely Windows users and as a Windows you have a choice of either having sex or printing.  I can do both.  My wife and I have two kids, so we've had sex at least twice.  I have to tie this back into the speech or . . . where the heck am I going right? You wonder.  You are worried.
	There is a point.
	I have found that most audiences want a speaker to succeed, so when they see a speaker sort of going off topic, they get really nervous.  "How is he going to pull himself back and rescue his own butt when he goes off on this?"  But let me tell you.  Keep calm.  Keep calm.
	So, as I said, my wife and I have these two children, and one of the things I discovered as a father in the early days was that kids generate a lot of laundry.  I really didn't know this until we went on our first family vacation.  A "family vacation," by the way, is like "Apple marketing," an oxymoron.
	So, we go on this family vacation and I discover that kids generate a lot of laundry.  I didn't know this at home, I guess, because at home there is a laundry fairy.  You throw the laundry on the floor and the next day it's clean.  Laundry fairy is usually associated with people with a Y-chromosome, I have been told.  Anyway, we go to this resort city and I finally figured out that kids generate a lot of laundry.  There are other consequences to kids generating a lot of laundry.  First of all, sending laundry through a hotel laundry system is extremely expensive.  Five dollars for a pair of socks, okay.  There are also logistical issues.  My boys each have their own blankie and, without those blankies, they won't take a nap or go to sleep.  The logistics of sending out those blankies at 9:00 in the morning and maybe getting them back at 7:00 at night is frightening because if those blankets don't come back, they won't take a nap or go to sleep.  If they won't take a nap or go to sleep, one has to ask the logical question, "Why go on vacation at all?"  Stay home with the babysitter fairy.
	Okay, so all of this is leading up to telling you about this great hotel in Kauai called the Kauai Hyatt Regency.  If you go there, you will see that there are laundry rooms on every wing.  That means that there are less guest rooms.  It also means that less laundry is sent out through the hotel laundry system.  Finally, if you went into the laundry rooms, you would see that the washers and dryers are free.  I was just shocked that at a Hyatt Regency in Kauai they don't even want the quarters that you'd have to put in at any other hotel, if they had laundry rooms at all. That's a positive example of "don't ask people to do something that you wouldn't do."
	You know, a lot of you have kids.  I have to tell you some kid stories.  Now, I know I'm getting off track.  This is going to be purely irrelevant, all right, understand that.  I understand that.  Maybe I can pull it into biotech.  Do we have any biotech people here?  Okay.
	I believe that there is a nesting hormone.  This nesting hormone kicks in approximately three months before the due date.  The nesting hormone has never been chemically identified, but I'm telling you, it exists.  This is what the nesting hormone makes you do.  First of all, you have to make this big decision about childbirth, and I'll tell you what happened with us.  For our first child we were going to do natural child birth, right?  So first child, you go to Lamaze class.  How many of you have been to Lamaze class?  Okay.  I speak approximately 120 times a year.  I'm very comfortable in front of audiences, but Lamaze class, I have to tell you, absolutely threw me for a loop.  You are sitting in this room in bean bag chairs, and there is an instructor who is a Grateful Dead fan and her name is Moonbeam.
	You had the same instructor, huh?
	So, Moonbeam goes around the room and asks my wife, Beth, "Why are you here?" and my wife says in her breathless fashion, "Well, I'm here because I want to learn how to give birth naturally using no drugs.  I want to learn how to use relaxation and breathing techniques.  I read in What To Expect When You Are Expecting that if you have an epidural, that the chemicals enter the baby's bloodstream, creating a baby that is statistically more drowsy, more sleepy and less attentive."
	I'm hitting her at this moment, saying, "You know, Honey, those are features, not bugs."
	So then Moonbeam comes to me and asks, "Guy, why are you here?"  I said, "Well, Moonbeam, my wife said I got her pregnant and I had to be here."
	That's one thing the nesting hormone does.  The second thing the nesting hormone does is to make you make a decision about diapers.  First child, you are going to use cotton diapers.  How many had a first child and used cotton diapers that you wash yourself?  Okay, this is how this works.  First child, you are going to wash your own cotton diapers, biodegradable, hypo-allergenic soap, right?
	It's born.  Three weeks go by.  You are trying do this, but you notice some problems.  You have these difficult choices.  Either your house stinks, or you feel guilty.  Your house stinks because, one, you don't want to wash its stuff with your stuff, so you are keeping it separate.  If you keep it separate, your house stinks.  If you wash this little pile of stuff so that your house doesn't stink, you feel guilty because you are using all this rinse water.  So these are the choices.
	After three weeks, we go to a cotton diaper service, which also creates problems.  Cotton diaper services create problems because you are in a daze for the first 10 or 15 years of a child's life, so you forget to take the diapers out, and, once again, your house stinks.  Or they forget to deliver.  It's a mess.  After six weeks of our first child's life, we went from cotton diapers that we were doing ourselves in biodegradable, hypo-allergenic soap, to a cotton diaper service to, "Tell you what, we are going to use Pampers and we are giving money to the Sierra Club."
	How many of you, when you had that first child, bought the beautiful plastic bathtub with that thing with the 45° angle, with the foam, so you could wash your child?  Today, my kids are three and five.  A whole new logic kicks in, which is, "You went swimming today, you don't need to take a bath. That's why they put chlorine in pool water."
	When the first child is going to solid foods, we went to the whole foods market where we bought these organic carrots that have never even come within 50 feet of a pesticide.  We took the carrots home, boiled them in Perrier and mashed them. Today, with kids who are three and five, did you know that French fries from Burger King is a vegetable?  It's a whole different logic.
	Anyway, those of you who are worried that I'm running out of time or that I'm off track, I'm coming back to the speech.  You happy?  Okay.

10. don't let the bozos grind you down
The 10th thing is, don't let the bozos grind you down.  Trust me, the bozos are going to try to grind you down.  You could almost make the case that when stupid people tell you that you are going to fail, it means you are on to something.  Let me give you some examples of bozo-sity, and this is bozo-sity from smart people.
	"I think there is a world market for maybe five computers."  Thomas Watson, chairman of IBM, said that in 1943.  Five computers.  I have five computers in my house, all printing.  With or without sex, all printing.
	"There is no reason anyone would want a computer in their home."  Ken Olson, president, chairman and founder of DEC said that in 1977, a year after Apple had formed.
	"This telephone has too many shortcomings to be seriously considered as a means of communication.  The device is inherently of no value to us."  That's from a Western Union internal memo in 1876.  Imagine the difference between Western Union's approach to telephone and telegraphs versus Sprint laying fiber optics near the locomotive.
	"We don't like their sound, and guitar music is on the way out."  That from a recording company rejecting the Beatles in 1962.
	"A cookie store is a bad idea.  Besides the market research says America likes crispy cookies, not soft and chewy cookies like you make."  That was a response to Mrs. Fields' idea for Mrs. Fields' Cookies.
	The business plan for Federal Express got a "C" from Yale.
	In a second moment of humility in the same speech, which is really rare for me, let me tell you my own example of bozo-sity.  About three years ago, a partner at Sequoia who funded Yahoo! called me up, and said, "You know, Guy, we have a company that we'd like you to interview for as a CEO."  At the time, I was living in San Francisco.  San Francisco is an hour from Menlo Park where Yahoo! was, so I said "Well, you know, where is the company?" Menlo Park.  "What's the company's name?" Yahoo!.  I said, "You know, Mike, I have two kids now.  Best case, it takes an hour to drive each way, and what does Yahoo! do?"  He says, "Well, they make a search engine."
	I said, "How could you make a business out of a search engine?  I'm just not interested.  It's too far to drive and I can't believe you can make a business out of a search engine."
	Now, the interesting thing is, it's not clear that I would have gotten the job.  It is further not clear that if I had gotten the job, that I would have done the tremendous job that Tim Koogle has done, but I tell you something with almost total certainty, I would have been there long enough to vest some options.  
	So the point here is that even smart people can have moments of great bozo-sity.  I just want to tell you that my interpretation of this nay-saying and bozo-sity and predictions of failure is that they may really indicate that you are on to something.
	This is not to say that it's easy, that whenever people say you are going to fail, you are going to succeed.  I wish that was the case.  I fight some of this bozo-sity when people say, "Why does an angel network or garage.com have to exist?  There are too many deals already.  There's too much money."  All that kind of stuff you just have to deal with, that bozo-sity.
	But I'll tell you one thing for certain, no matter what people say, if you don't try at all, you will never know.  That's what separates a revolutionary from a run-of-the-mill person, so don't let the bozos grind you down, okay?

	I gave you 10 things, but if you cut the 10 things down to three, in the big picture they are:

-	Create like a god—make a world class product or service
-	Command like a king—make really tough decisions, fight the status quo and break down the barriers
-	Work like a slave.

	Those are the three things you have to do to be a revolutionary.  If you have revolutionary potential, I believe that you have a moral imperative to try to make that revolution successful and make the world a better place.  You will find that defeating bozo-sity is more satisfying than accumulating the economic trappings of success.  Then you will find that making the world a better place is even more satisfying than defeating bozo-sity.
	Then you will understand the greatest lesson of all, which is that being a revolutionary and making the world a better place is the greatest role that life can bestow upon you.  That is how to be a revolutionary.  Thank you very much.


the panelists: working with angels

Mr. Witzel:  Thank you very much, Guy.  I'm sure the upcoming book will become required reading.  By the way, although it's not yet published, you can pre-order a copy of Guy's newest book at Amazon.com (http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0887309968/002-4790359-6588427)
	Now let's turn our eyes to the angels.  Moderating our discussion is Ginger Lew, Managing Director and COO of the Telecommunications Development Fund (http://www.tdfund.com) which invests in small, emerging communications businesses.  Prior to joining the fund, she served as Deputy Administrator of the U.S. Small Business Administration (http://www.sba.gov), and served as general counsel of the U.S. Department of Commerce (http://www.doc.gov).  Prior to joining the Clinton administration, Ginger was an entrepreneur as a member of a high-tech startup in San Francisco.  She gained her management, planning and technology experience during six years at Ernst & Young, advising technology companies on market expansion strategies for east Asia, Europe and Africa.

Ms. Lew: Thank you, Fran.  Many startups think of venture capitalists (VCs) as the primary source of equity funding, but, tonight, we will hear about another important source, private equity investors, also known as angels.  Our first panelist is John May. John's been given an interesting title by TECHCapital magazine, Mr. Ubiquitous.  John is managing partner and founder of New Vantage Partners (http://www.newvantagepartners.com), a firm that mobilizes private equity into early stage companies and provides advisory services to both venture funds and private investors.  He is also managing general partner of Calvert Social Venture Partners, L.P., a Washington, DC-based venture capital firm specializing in providing early stage capital and assistance to emerging growth companies; an advisor to and a member of the investment committee of the Women's Capital Growth Fund; and an advisor to the Next Generation Partners Fund.  In 1991, John co-founded the Investors Circle, a national nonprofit group of 175 family and institutional investors working to grow the social venture capital industry.  In 1996, he co-founded and became executive director of the Private Investors Network (PIN), an angel network sponsored by the Mid-Atlantic Venture Association (http://www.mava.org) which has grown to over 115 investor members.
	John, what are your opening thoughts on angel investing?

Mr. May:  It's a real pleasure to be here.  I think it's true what we always say about angel investing—that it's a spousal relationship, a partnership.  One of the key things I advise entrepreneurs when they inquire about money from others, is that, since the VCs are just so few in this country, they really do need to look at the private equity market.
	Private equity can come with a lot more than just money.  One of the main things is to do due diligence on them, just like they are going to do due diligence on you.  Check out their strengths—what other companies like yours have they invested in and what are they going to bring to the party besides money?  We call it "warm money," and I think one of the key things to do with angels is to try to make them understand and sell you on their non-money talents and skills, as well as the money.
	I actually came up with a top 10 list, predictions on angel and revolutionary activities in the next 12 months in this region.  When we get back together again, we'll see how many of them I'm off on, if any of you remember by then.

Ms. Lew:  John, can we put money on this?

Mr. May:  Yes, but remember, 33-38% will lose money.

1.	There will be a rise in the number and activity of "super angels," "capital-A" Angels, in the region, and less reliance on "small-A" angels—the checkbook angels.
2.	A major East Coast conference for angel investors will be held during the winter. Stay tuned.
3.	Neckties will disappear in the region and the Tie Shack at Tyson's Mall will go out of business.
4.	There will be a shakeout in the online matching and brokerage services business—The Source Capitals, EDIE Onlines, Witt Capital's angel funds, Garage.coms, Venture Genesis, ACEnets and those not yet born—will see consolidation and/or shakeup.
5.	Angel investor clubs with 40, 50 or more investors will grow throughout the country, complementing the emerging bands of angels.  Stay tuned for an announcement by Cal Simmons and myself.
6.	There will be one gigantic homerun in the region that will reward angel investors with multimillion dollar nest eggs and will create several new super angels in the region.
7.	The explosion of angel-run startup incubators will continue and expand.  In this region, we've gone from none, just two years ago, to four today, and will total at least six or seven by the end of next year.
8.	"Dancing with angels" seminars will be announced for budding netpreneurs and other high-growth entrepreneurs in the region.  These will be run by angels for entrepreneurs in this region.
9.	A scandal will evolve when it is discovered that a Private Investor's Network member has planted a bug in the newly opened Morino building in order to eavesdrop on the term sheets being negotiated between the VCs and the netpreneurs.  All you lawyers out there are salivating, I know.
10,.	The next Angels & Revolutionaries session in the fall of 1999 will be rescheduled for the MCI Center when everyone that Fran Witzel knows and emails decides to show up.

Ms. Lew:  Thank you, John.  Next, we will hear from Laura Sachar.  Laura is co-chairman and founder of StarVest Management, Inc., a private equity firm in New York that invests in business services, digital media and related information technology companies.  Until recently, she was responsible for direct venture capital investments at Gabelli Securities, Inc.  In 1992, she founded Sachar Capital, a financial advisory firm specializing in digital media.  Laura is also founder and chairman of the New York New Media Association Angel Investors Program (http://nynma.org/programs or angels@nynma.org).  Laura, we would like to hear your views about angel investing from the Silicon Alley perspective.

Ms. Sachar:  I'm here tonight because there is a revolution going on in New York where we are building a very important angel community.  I'm sure that many of you have heard much about Silicon Alley.  We're building this angel group in a different way than some of the groups that you have heard about.  We are a little bit smaller, but we go through a very intense screening process and we try to add value to the companies that get involved in the program.  We are sponsored by the New York New Media Association (http://nynma.org), so the companies that present to this group are in the New York area.  They are also in the digital media area.  Those are the first two screens for companies that come in and talk with us.
	Over the last year and a half, we have looked at 250 companies, met with over 100 and had 36 present to the group.  About 16 of these have received financing and have gotten people involved with the management of these companies.
	To find these companies, we meet as a committee with about 10 companies a month.  Each company talks to us for about half an hour.  We have seven or so angels in the room at that meeting.  It's creating a very interesting kind of community and, through doing it, we have helped identify some very interesting ventures.
	How do we pick these companies?  As I said, first, they have to be in the New York region and they have to be digital media companies.  After that, we are looking for companies that have big ideas, a big opportunity and—always the key—a management team, or at least part of the management team, who can execute.  Of the 16 companies that have succeeded in raising financing through this program, many have not been high, high-tech companies.  They are often content-related like bikini.com or another company which outsources bookkeeping and CFO-type functions.  We often find that, because New York is not Silicon Valley, some of the angels' backgrounds aren't in the high-tech area.  They are actually more receptive to these other types of companies.  Building this group is the beginning of our effort to participate in what we see as a growing tornado in New York, an important revolution.

Ms. Lew:  Finally we will hear from the person Newsweek magazine refers to as the "Top Dog" in Greater Washington's high-tech community, Mario Morino.  Mario's career spans 30 years as a business leader, social entrepreneur and leading advisor on information technology.  He co-founded Morino Associates in 1973, which later became Legent Corporation, and was acquired in 1995 in one of the larger transactions in the computer software industry.  Today, he is chairman of the Morino Institute, a nonprofit organization he founded to empower people and communities to use the Internet to achieve positive economic and social change.  His particular focus is on entrepreneurship and youth development.  He is also the founder and chairman of the Potomac KnowledgeWay, an initiative to prepare Greater Washington for competitiveness in the information and communications industries in the 21st century.
	Mario, what are your thoughts on angel investing and, by the way, how do you have any time to be an investor?

Mr. Morino:  The greatest time is with my three kids.  That's the best investment of all.
	Guy made a comment that I think is very important— that all money is not equal.  It applies to the exchange with angel networks.  You have to be very careful who you work with.  Often, the value may be money, but the greater value for you will be knowledge.  I don't want to minimize the exchange of capital.  The exchange has a clear purpose, but I want to emphasize that when you start, you need a lot of help.
	Gerald Benjamin talks about the importance of self-assessment in dealing with angels, and I think that's very important.  It's hard to do because it means we have to look at ourselves.  When Gerald asks, "Are you financeable?" he is asking three questions.  Is your company financeable?  Is it really?  Second, are you financeable? That is what the investor probably looks at harder than any single thing.  And, third, is the risk you are representing financeable?  Sometimes I think that one of the best things we do at the Netpreneur Program (http://netpreneur.org) is to show somebody that they're not ready to talk to a funder yet because they haven't answered those questions for themselves.
	The idea of getting to the exchanges is necessary and we must do that, but I will argue that there is a reason for the capital scarcity, and that's because there is a natural evolution process in entrepreneurship.  Without that evolution, a lot of people would go on who should never run a business.  There is nothing wrong with having a more difficult model that makes you jump hurdles.  That's what entrepreneurship is about.  As Guy said, it's about doing the impossible.  It's about doing what everybody says you can't do.  The bozos may be saying that your venture is not feasible today, the trouble is that a lot of your family and friends aren't bozos.  Actually, they can be a different kind of bozo.  They're going to be friendly.  They're going to give you the money for the wrong reason. They're going to give you the money because they like you, because they care about you.  That's the worst reason in the world to give somebody money.  It can be like giving heroin, simply extending someone's pain.
	Let me moderate that somewhat.  We need balance.  Yes, we do need to fund more, especially in this region.  We do have a gap because there are people who are fundable and the money is not coming.  That's changing, however, and I'll argue that there are two mechanisms to look at.  First, we are going to see a growing base of angels in the region.  It's slow right now; it's frustrating, but the evolution is in process, and I believe it's a natural evolution.  Second is the idea of formal exchange.  I will argue, by the way, that the consolidation John talked about officially began this week with E*Trade (http://www.etrade.com).  I don't know if you saw the announcement, but E*Trade announced a new stock exchange for low-capitalization businesses, new IPOs and new private placements.  As far as I'm concerned, it hits everybody in the field.  I have to give you a disclaimer since I'm part of an investment firm that has invested in E*Trade, but there is a reason why E*Trade is signing up accounts at 7,000 a day.  It's eyeballs.  It's investors with money. It's investors who will move downstream quickly as these markets mature.  We are seeing very good efforts like that, and like what David Amis at Amis Ventures (http://www.amisventures.com) is doing locally.  I think these make a lot of sense.  They are each going to have their niches.  There will be different elements but it's an emerging industry in itself right now and there will be activity there.  We are going to see a different monetary flow for private placements and IPOs emerge, probably near term, within 12 to 18 months.  It's a phenomena of the Net.  I told Guy it's a natural partnership for garage.com right off the block—you graduate from garage.com's Heaven and go to E*Trade.
	The second thing brings us back to the angels, which John talked about in the region and Laura talked about in New York.  Silicon Valley has had this advantage for years.  There is no magic to it.  No one designed the process for how the angels grew in the Valley.  It wasn't just creating the angels organizations; it has been part of the social fabric since the software industry was formed.  There were enough people who made it and who still played with the other kids on the block.  That was the model. We just have to allow time for that model to evolve in each region, as it's doing in New York, Austin, Boston and as it's doing here.
	What's happening here, fortunately, is that we are seeing people create big net worth.  I joke about this because people always think that I made a lot of money.  I did very, very well, don't get me wrong, but I keep saying, "You don't understand.  I don't get a seat at the bar with my wealth in Silicon Valley."  Think about that.  Everybody made $150 million out there.  We will grow up when we start seeing those net worths here, and, guess what, it's happening.  Just look at the numbers in the last 18 months in this region, whether it's Yurie Systems or Ciena or America Online.  Go down the list of people cashing out with big numbers.  I don't know the exact totals, but we probably have created billions of dollars of net worth in this region in less than three years.  It's young; it's new leaders.  Give them a chance to start their investments.  Some of them already have.  There is a wholly different model.  There is hope.  Unfortunately, it won't all happen tomorrow, but it's there.
	I'll leave you with this thought.  I have had the pleasure in the last two weeks of participating in two events, both somewhat institutional.  One was the founding of the National Commission on Entrepreneurship and the other was a new economy task force that was on Capitol Hill.  Both groups were talking "new economy" for the first time and both were talking about the importance of entrepreneurs to the overall economy.  They were talking about you.  Among entrepreneurs is a subset which Guy calls "revolutionaries" and others call "the gazelles."  Of the 1,000 information technology public stocks, just about half went public since 1996.  Think about that.  You could not be at a better time with your idea.  You may have to hold out a little bit, but that's what being an entrepreneur means.  You will fight, you will do all the things Guy talked about, but you have a wonderful opportunity.  We have a country that's beginning to realize the importance of the new economy.


the audience: questions & answers

Ms. Lew:  Our panel will now take questions from the audience.  They are joined by Gerald Benjamin, president of International Capital Resources (http://www.icrnet.com) in San Francisco, a pioneering capital-forcing firm that links ventures with investors through 10 licensee offices in the United States, Canada and Mexico.  He serves as chairman of the California Venture Forum and is the publisher of The Private Equity Review, a bimonthly magazine that reports on promising developmental stage ventures and analyzes the private equity investment market.  He is also Executive Director of the Private Equity Research Institute and founder of Angel Way Capital Partners, the largest nationwide private investor network.  This afternoon, in the first part of today's Angels & Revolutionaries program, he presented his seminar, "Finding Your Wings: How to Locate Private Investors to Fund Your Venture," to more than 350 people.  That seminar is based on his award-winning book of the same title, and he will have a new book out next year.


Q: How can angels play a role beyond the earliest stage, for those companies which have gotten off the ground and are ready to take that next step?

Mr. Morino:  It sounds like you are talking about a venture step which is typically not angel money.  You might get second stage money from another set of groups, such as VCs.  If you've gotten angel money, you have already sent a signal to the VC community that you are fundable, so there will be people who will look at you.  Angels don't have the cash, typically, to play in those rounds.  It's actually one of the problems of angel investing.  They may be putting stakes in venture funds, but angels are usually not doing it as a primary investment.  As an angel, when you start going into the second and third rounds, you start asking questions about whether you want to keep the money in that business because you will face different problems.

Mr. May:  Another way to say that is that they're often putting their money in merchant banks.  What you have to look for is ways that the wealth is accumulated.  It's no longer called "seed," it's called "private equity," and you have to find different players, other intermediaries who are accumulating the wealthy family money and the angel money, but those folks aren't looking at seed stage any longer.  They're looking at putting the money out in different ways.  For that matter, five years ago there were no venture banks here.  We now have three.  So there are beginning to be different players.  Look at the entire private equity marketplace.  One of the big things in Silicon Valley is that the money's not in little boxes; you are getting the whole array.


Q: These days there is so much convergence, so many acquisitions and mergers and so many are immense, like NBC buying Snap.  Do you think there is a way that the companies which are getting so large will be able to take advantage of the entrepreneur community in structured fashion rather than just coexisting side-by-side?

Mr. Morino:  Look at the software industry, which is your model, candidly.  There is a joke in the industry today that says you are going to grow for a while, then you are either going to be outserviced by ORACLE, pushed off the shelf by Microsoft or bought by Computer Associates.  That's the end of the line; it's just a question of when.  I'm going through a situation with a services firm today, a very good one, which has gotten the landscape mapped from a top investment banking analyst.  It maps out Web services industries, and it shows that there are gazillions of mom-and-pop operations here and there, with maybe 50 players that are really quality firms around the country sitting in the upper quadrant.  In the other quadrants are your major players, Computer Associates, ORACLE and Microsoft, sitting in the wings, and down here are all the telcos.  Inevitably, these latter two blocks are going to acquire this block with the exception of a few that will make it.  Now, don't take that as pessimistic.  It's the evolutionary process.  You are going to see consolidation, and there is nothing wrong with that in the long run.  Some will make it all the way up the chain like AOL.  AOL has lived through it, and, in all reality, even AOL's not beyond being acquired by somebody with a lot of money.

Then, should entrepreneurs always have some sort of an exit strategy?

Mr. Morino:  Absolutely, but do it in the right way.  I always hate to see somebody thinking about exit strategy too strongly.  I want you to be hungry to dominate your market.  I want you to want to win.  Still, at the same time, you should understand that there may come a time when you have to make a business decision knowing what your options are.  Any company of any size today in the Web services business is in play, whether they know it or not.  We were involved in a deal, and, within a day, several other transactions occurred in the space which, by nightfall, had eclipsed the strategic plan we had defined that morning.

So an entrepreneur must grow or die?

Mr. Morino:  Oh, yes, I absolutely believe that.

Mr. May:  But you should be able to tell the investor what Mario just told us about how you fit into those quadrants, and you can't expect us to teach you the exit.  We are backing you with our money and our time.  You, as the entrepreneur, are telling us what you are doing with all of your data gathering, all of your Web searching, all of your analysis of the market.  You are supposed to tell us how you are going to help us guide the market and how you are going to fit into its landscape.  If you can't answer those questions as Mario posed them, you don't deserve to get the money.

Mr. Morino:  That's the hard part, yes.

Ms. Lew:  It's also important to recognize that you can have more than one exit strategy.  You can have different scenarios, but it's critical that you have an exit strategy for the investors.  Otherwise you don't deserve to be funded.


Q: First, could you define a "super angel," and, second, what kind of action have you seen by socially responsible investors within the netpreneurial group?

Mr. May:  Well, the latter is a little tougher, but as to the former, I recommend that you look at the 12 categories in Gerald Benjamin's book, which you should use when you're identifying your best match.  My three categories start with the "small a" angels, or the "checkbook angels," who provide $5,000-$10,000 and doesn't use a lawyer.  They probably aren't all that sophisticated and have very few coat tails.
	"Super angels," to me, are on the other end, the kind of people Mario mentioned who are really their own venture capital fund.  They are capable of making multi-million dollar investments, but they are still principal-to-principal.  They deal with you.  You are a principal and they are a principal, yet they control wealth equal to what venture funds have.
	What we're finding in the Private Investors Network is the "capital A" angels.  These are the $50,000-$250,000-a-year angels who like to co-invest and who are willing to do multiple transactions.  Those are the people we need in this community, and the kind we are finding.
	There are a lot of people who get psychic reward from a lot of their investments, as well as being more patient capital.  That's the big difference from venture capital that is managed by fiduciaries.  Those folks have bosses, they're limited partners and they live or die by their rate of return only. An angel can have multiple objectives, some of them other than pure rate of return.  Whether you call them "socially responsible" or "mission-related," or whether you just call them good community citizens, there are a lot of angels who believe in long-term corporate growth and the growth of entrepreneurs as much as they care about the short-term finances.  That's what we hope to grow in the community as well.

Ms. Lew:  I think it's extraordinarily rare to find the sort of super angel, but I recently came across a situation where one private investor invested $7 million of his own money as a private angel investor in one company.  It was principal-to-principal, and he was able to go through several rounds with this company and grow it.  It was in the Midwest, actually, but it's a community that is starting to grow.


Q: Some people have spoken about the importance of branding this region.  Some have rated our nation's capital city 51 out of 51 for the well-being of children.  Working as I do with a non-profit organization, my question is what are your views on how we can address these bottomline issues and brand this region as a place that we can all be proud of, one that people will want to leave Silicon Valley for and come here to work?

Mr. Morino:  You don't brand a region.  The world has already branded it.  It's the nation's capital and it's the world's capital and we should be proud of both.  For some reason, we keep thinking we've got to be somebody else.  We just have to recognize that we're going to be the capital in a new economy.  That's our future.  We can go through all the naming.  We can go through all the drills.  We can play all the charades, but some reporter some day is going to just pin a term on us and  that term is going to stick the way it did with Silicon Valley or Route 128.  Austin, Texas, doesn't have a brand name. It's Austin.  Is that a problem?  I don't think that's our job, and, if we perform, it won't matter.  Let's stop worrying about how we sell ourselves and just perform and we will prove our point.
	To your second point, I think you have two very divergent issues.  The branding has nothing to do with the kids in the District.  That's a different problem, and I think we're seeing a group of leaders emerge today who are very young, who have net worth and who care about those issues.  It perhaps hasn't surfaced visibly yet, but I'm very lucky to see and be around some of these folks. They are a new breed who want to do something positive in the region.  It's not there yet, but they are willing to open up their pocketbooks.  I was just with Jonathan Ledecky this week, a man who has poured money into the District.  He's ready.  He's creating a foundation.  Jim Kimsey has just created a foundation and so has Steve Case.  They want to do something to help.  They are not going to sit back and wait on anybody else.  They are going to make a contribution, and we are going to see our industry step forward aggressively and lead, just like others have done before.

Mr. May:  Yes, right now it's still somewhat subterranean.  Almost all of our angel clients also have foundations, and they are doing things with their time as well.  That's not where we deal with them, and it's not our subject tonight, but you can look at how the regional leaders are trying to make sure this stays a community, as Mario has done with the Netpreneur Program, or the fact that the Mid-Atlantic Venture Association (http://www.mava.org) is having its big venture fair downtown next year, not out in the suburbs, or the way that the Private Investors Network rotates its meetings between Maryland and DC.  The main thing is for the key leaders to put their money where their mouths are in terms of wanting to live here and keeping their kids in schools here.  That's sort of an underground story.  We're just starting to have an angel story, so it's pretty hard to talk about their community-building.


Q: This has been a great day with a lot of very important information.  You have presented me with a conundrum, however, by saying that if my first round of financing is from an angel, my second round is likely not from a VC.  My business plan currently calls for that scenario.  Should I avoid the angel in the first round or avoid the VC in the second?

Mr. May:  Never avoid them.

Ms. Sachar:  In New York, we made a conscious decision to select companies that were raising money before they would go to VCs so that way we wouldn't compete against the VC community.  We look for companies that generally are raising less than $2 million and will take lower amounts from each individual because we want people to be able to come in and truly participate at different levels.  We ask everyone who participates to make a commitment that they will invest in at least one of these companies through the year, but we don't set a very rigid minimum.  Why wouldn't you want to approach angels and VCs?

Well, I do, but the statistics presented by Mr. Benjamin earlier this afternoon were that only 10% of companies who got their first round through angel financing are successfully getting venture capital later.  It seems as if that is detrimental to getting the larger investment in the second round.

Mr. Benjamin:  It's not exactly detrimental.  The issue goes to the relationships and you have touched on a major issue.  Last year, I was invited to speak at a conference of about 350 venture capitalists.  They asked me to speak on the issue of how angels and institutional investors could work together better.  There are biases that exist in both of these communities.  There are companies, for example, that come to me saying they would never think of going to an institutional investor.  They are so strongly convinced that it's nothing they would ever conceive of doing.  At the other end, there are companies which are very appropriate for institutional investment, so I think that there is a conflict within the funding arena between angels and the institutional community that has not been worked out.  It's not your fault.  It's confusing to you and it's difficult for intermediaries, but it's a fact of life.  That statistic is a legitimate one, but the thing you have to understand is that it's part of the problem.  We are at the stage where the angel community is so active that we are starting to address that issue and the institutional industry itself is looking at the relationship.
	I believe there is a bias where an institutional investor says, "I don't want to get involved in a deal that has 50 checkbook angels in it and have to deal with those people.  That's the last thing I want to do."  Education is clearly an issue, not only for entrepreneurs trying to learn the skill of raising money—something we don't learn in any MBA program—but also for investors who have to learn the art of investing.  Just because someone made a million dollars in an investment doesn't mean that they are a sophisticated angel investor or that they understand the dynamics of this market.  We must have the guts to stand up and educate the angel capital community as well.  That's a difficult task, and it's why we have to address those values about money.
	I have opened 10 offices in the United States and Canada.  It's taken me 10 years.  This is the tenth office here in this region.  It wasn't my first one.  My first one was in Silicon Valley.  It wasn't my second one.  That was in Boulder, Colorado.  This was the last place I came, but I didn't come here by accident.  It's time to be here now.  There is an evolution that has occurred.  Part of it is deal flow, which is starting to come out of this region.  Number two is money.  There is money here now and 40% of those deals can be pulled together with that deal flow.  Number three, there are intermediaries willing to take the risk and work on these deals.  You are emerging as a community and, because of that, you are going to draw people, you are going to draw networks, you are going to draw the kind of resources to make it happen.  Nonetheless, what you have touched on is a significant issue and, although we are not going to answer it here tonight, it's a very real problem.

Mr. Morino:  I'll give you an example of the frustration a VC can sometimes feel for an angel.  Typically, the kiss of death is families and fools.  You can't stand them in deals—I can't be any more blunt about it than that—because they don't know what they are doing in a deal.  You start getting into a transaction and they hold it up.  All of a sudden you have a nuisance problem.  I'm just being candid with you.  To Gerald's point, this requires education across the board.  We have a situation right now where a number of us are going into a deal where there is an angel involved who has antidilutive rights.  The angel is a friend of the entrepreneur.  I've said to him, "You have the choice.  You can either tell your friend that the antidilutive rights are over, or you are not going to see money.  I'm telling you that as a friend.  The next time they will not be as polite.  The book will just shut and you'll be out of the room."

Mr. May:  Another way to look at this is to think of the new, more sophisticated angels not as the last round of friends and family who come in before the VCs, but as the first round of professional money.  You should almost approach it as if they are the "series A preferred."  Effectively, they will be training you and starting you on the path to accept more and more money, professional money, with all the baggage that goes with that.  That's instead of assuming that you are going to take them as the last round of the "good guys"—the ones you know, who are your friends and who screw up the deal later because they are impeding the professional money.  In the new world, look at angels as if they were the first, early VCs, not as if they were the last of the friends, families and fools.

Mr. Morino:  Let me add to that by giving you a positive example.  There is a firm here in which an old friend of mine is an angel investor.  There are a ton of VCs who know him very well, and I guarantee you that, when that company is ready, the VCs will be there because he's in the deal.  You want to make sure you have someone like him somewhere in your chain.


John, one of your predictions was that there would be a shakeout in the Internet matching sites.  Why do you think that and what will be the characteristics of the survivors?

Mr. May:  If it is a purely technological approach to introducing people, it is less valuable than if it has either a quality screening or education component on one side, or if it is has active, quality angel investors on the other side—as opposed to playing a technology fix or a numbers game.  I think the ones that will win will either have connections in other parts of the food chain, like E*Trade or Witt Capital, or they will be the ones that are connected through on-the-ground, interpersonal ways of meeting the entrepreneurs tied to the use of the technology.  I don't think it's so much that they will fold, they will just have to find the right way to use their particular excellence, their niche, their technology in a way that is meaningful to the process—a process that has been face-to-face historically.  You have to integrate the best of their "getting to know each other" and the principal-to-principal practices with the new use of technology and communication.  The ones that know how to marry the two will be successful and the ones that are trying just to use a telecommunications technique may not be as successful.

Mr. Benjamin:  It goes to the issue that you are selling a highly liquid story—security—and the attempt to sell a highly liquid story cannot be done through any electronic matching mechanism.  The electronic matching mechanism was a very important development in the evolution of this "market," and I use that last word loosely at this stage.
	Given the securities loss, given the well-intentioned nonprofit executives and bureaucrats who started those mechanisms 10 years ago, and given the lack of a profit motive driving it, it served a very important function.  It started to develop small clusters around the country, primarily fueled by institutional investors initially, not angels. VCs supported those networks initially, and those networks evolved over time.  The angels, perhaps, evolved, but the technology did not.  Matching networks that use software to match an investor and an entrepreneur through a questionnaire, that is not a relationship.  This is a psychological transaction that requires the building of trust, the building of a relationship, one sale at a time.  It cannot be done with a questionnaire, no matter how much we would like to vest ourselves of that task.  All the Internet has done is to make that process a little bit more glamorous, a little bit more sexy, and, perhaps, give it a little better chance of happening.  But, the fact is only $44 million was raised last year in Internet transactions at this stage of development.  That is a drop in the bucket relative to the $30 billion in transactions that were closed, so why spend time, money and energy at this stage in that mechanism's development?
	I'm not saying that without the development of changes in the securities laws and some of the other issues, the mechanism cannot become effective.  I believe it can become effective, but it will become effective when it has the same structure as a Charles Schwab or when an investor can invest in a diversified set of private placements with a $25,000 amount, where all of it is not into a blind pool, but the money is going into a specific set of deals.  I think that there are models that will make that work.  Those models are not here, and the securities laws, very frankly, make it too dangerous to do it.  I think it's better to go back to, as Guy was using the word, analog.
	Take this situation.  You can do research digitally.  I think that there are some magnificent education and research sites that will open up your eyes and help to educate you in real time, but there is no substitute for meeting an investor eyeball-to-eyeball, making the pitch, working through the process and providing them the summary first, asking for an appointment, giving them the business plan, doing your road show presentation, weathering the storm of objections and learning to go through the due diligence process into the negotiation and deal structure and valuation discussion—and failing a couple of times for every guy you finally convince to write a check.  There is no substitute for that.

Mr. Morino:  I think you are going to see these match networks evolve officially, short of the PPMs and IPOs, when they are focused regionally, for the very reasons that Gerald went through.  It's like Kleiner Perkins saying that they want to do deals in the Bay Area because they can get to the companies.  When you are dealing with early stage companies, proximity is vital.  I wouldn't be surprised if the evolution is an emphasis on proximity even though it's electronically facilitated.  As Gerald has pointed out, the fact is that people will still like to get together for these types of relationships.



Ms. Lew:  This has been a terrific evening.  I know all of us have learned a great deal, and I'd like to summarize it with two quotes from our two speakers.
	One is from Mr. Benjamin, who wrote in his book, "Enthusiasm, courage, patience, persuasiveness and tenacity, these are foremost among the traits of a successful fundraiser and entrepreneur."
	The other, in Guy's prosaic terms, "Create like a God, rule like a king, and work like a slave."
	Welcome to entrepreneurship.
	We would like to express our appreciation to Gerald Benjamin, John May, Laura Sachar and Mario Morino, for sharing their insights and experience.
	Please join me in giving them a well‑deserved round of applause.


